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FROM
THE
PRESIDENT

allowed for a new dimension of communication in

modifications were incorporated. At the present

order to present the myriad of projects that were

time all seven Colleges are reviewing the content

completed in 2011. This video allowed us to offer a

of the module as a sign-off before completion of

glimpse into the organization and the people who

development of this e-learning tool.

make it all possible.
This learning module provides the opportunity to
As part of the CMTO’s ongoing effort to better

Other video projects posted to our website include: for

reflect on the use of social media and professional

connect with its registrants and members of the

registrants, an online video guide to the registration

behaviours. This includes applying the professional

public, the College has placed a significant emphasis

process; for the public, a sixty second video about

standards of practice, related legislation and key

on the re-design of its website, which was launched

the history of the profession; and finally, prospective

principles when using social media to ensure risk

in April of this year. Not only was design a key factor,

Council members can watch a short programme

management strategies are in place and professional

but navigation, as well as developing different forms of

that covers what is involved in becoming part of the

reputations and relationships are maintained.

media in which information can be accessed.

College’s Council and committees.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to welcome

One example of this is the development of a podcast

Any website is a work in progress. It should be

Jane Wellwood to her first term as the academic

series entitled, “The College Review”. This interview-

malleable and move as the organization grows and

representative on Council. Jane brings a wealth of

style programme allows the College to address different

develops. We are excited to continue to leverage

experience as both a professional member and teacher,

issues regarding the profession, to better clarify the role

technology, so that we can connect with all our

and we look forward to her contributions during her

of regulation and the mandate of the College.

registrants, as well as educate the public about the

term. I would also like to announce that Corinne Flitton

role of the College in protecting the public interest. In

has stepped in as Interim Registrar, and is currently

2013, we have more planned, so please stay tuned.

working alongside staff to complete the projects

Another project we completed this year was the
Annual Report Video. By not only producing the PDF

earmarked for 2012.

version of the College’s Annual Report, but creating

Another project the College has been engaged in this

a video to work in tandem with this, we felt that it

year brought seven regulatory Colleges together in a

In 2012 we launched a number of key projects that

collaborative project to develop an e-learning

embody our drive to leverage technology and better

module on the topic of “social media”. The

connect with registrants and the public. Next year,

Social Media working group (consisting of

we will continue to build upon this momentum,

representatives from the seven Colleges)

offering you new and innovative means of keeping

has collaboratively written the social media

up-to-date with College activities, as well as finding

e-learning model core content. Each working

the information you need as a regulated health

group member provided input into the writing

professional.

of the module and practice examples.
The copy specific to privacy and confidentiality
was reviewed by the Information Privacy
Commission’s legal counsel and suggested
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CHAMPIONS OF THE COLLEGE

Interview with

Karen Redgers, RMT
By Steven Hobé, CEO, Madog Marketing & Design

The Importance
of Regulation
Karen Redgers has been an RMT for thirteen years,
and an active member of the College’s Council and its
committees. Karen was first introduced to Massage
Therapy when she was referred to an RMT to treat her
migraines.
“I was a Manager at Bell Canada at that point, and I
suffered from severe migraines. A colleague suggested
I try massage. During the treatment, I could feel the
headache decreasing and decreasing, and I walked out
of the treatment room feeling much better.”
Karen’s undergrad programme had been in Biology, “I

“When I look back, I know that all the work

It was this experience that peaked Karen’s interest

felt that studying Massage Therapy was coming back

experiences I have had helped shape my present work

in the profession, and would ultimately lead to

to what I originally focused on in university. Funnily

life and attitude towards being an entrepreneur. For

her choosing a different life-path. “I asked a lot

enough back then I wanted to become a doctor, or go

instance, when I graduated in 1983 from university it

of questions of the Massage Therapist during my

into research.”

was a tough economy and very hard to find work. In
83’, I was hired by Nortel, and three months later they

treatment – what was their training, where were they
educated and such. But at that point I wasn’t really in

Upon graduating from her Massage Therapy

offered a Manager incentive programme to which I

a position to leave Bell. It wasn’t until 1995 that Bell

programme, Karen decided to grow her own home-

applied and was accepted. I then became one of the

offered a big incentive programme for employees,

based business, combining her education and training

very few women Managers at Nortel at that time,

and so I decided to back to school. I applied for the

with her previous work experience.

with over one hundred Plant Managers and only five

package, and in 1997 I was accepted.”

Back to Contents

women.
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CHAMPIONS OF THE COLLEGE

Karen Redgers, RMT

After Nortel, Karen went on to work for Bell in

realize that 8 hours of massage a day might not be

nice balance between my home based practice and my

Design and Engineering, teaching interpersonal skills

possible with all the other work required.

work with the College.”

workshops, presentation skills, and train the trainer

5. If you aren’t sure of something, run it past your

workshops. “Now, being an entrepreneur feels so right

peers. Still not sure? Then contact the CMTO’s

Karen had a peer assessment in the first year of being

for me, setting up an office, doing the accounting and

practice advisor.

a Massage Therapist, and found that to be a very

paperwork – years at Bell and Nortel prepared me for
that.”

6. Get an accountant for taxes and advice on

positive and interesting experience. “I even considered

deductions. Also consider using accounting

becoming a Peer Assessor myself. But after a few

software. Keeping your financials up to date will

conversations with the College, they asked me to

Karen feels passionately that those entering the

allow you to track your income and expenses. It will

become a “volunteer member” to sit on a committee.

profession get off on the right foot, and has supplied a

also make your accountant happy.

That was around 2007.”

few helpful tips for recent graduates to consider:
1. Learn to say no to clients, so you don’t find yourself

Finally, Karen adds, “If you are working at a clinic/

Karen sat on Quality Assurance for a year, and then

spa and the standards of practice aren’t followed,

requested if she might participate on the Discipline

working on your days off or putting in too many

then educate the owners. If you get no results, then

Committee. “On Discipline I certainly found the

hours. Your time off is just as important. And make

consider leaving; it is your registration that is on the

work of the committee to be fascinating, certainly

sure to schedule vacations.

line. Do you really want to work somewhere that

challenging, but very rewarding.” Karen spent two

doesn’t respect the profession?”

years on this committee as a volunteer, and then

2. Take the time to talk to an experienced therapist;
ask them what worked for them and what didn’t.
Why reinvent the wheel?

in 2009 ran for Council. “Because I have my own
Coming from a regulated environment such as Bell,

business, I see many things from the perspective

Karen understands the importance of regulation,

of being a Massage Therapist, which I think is very

Always deduct your income tax (ask your

“As a profession we have to be regulated – through

important to have on the College’s Council.”

accountant for a percentage), HST if required and

regulation Massage Therapy is seen as a credible

even RSP money off the top. Keep this in a separate

industry, thereby allowing for more public trust.”

3. Remember that Revenue Canada comes first.

account so you are always able to pay your taxes.
Hard to do, but worth it.
4. Allow time in your day to handle office admin,

Karen intends to continue her work on Council, as
well as balancing her practice. “All the skills I have

It was this belief in regulation that led Karen

acquired up to this point are being utilized by my work

to volunteer for the College. “At that time as a

on Council; and ultimately, I feel that working with

record keeping, laundry, client calls, banking, etc.

“volunteer”, I started on QA (Quality Assurance). This

the College has given me the opportunity to be a part

It is just as important as massaging clients. By

was great because it got me out of the home; but it

of influencing progress for the profession of Massage

allowing for this you won’t get behind, and it will

was also about meeting people on a different level,

Therapy in the coming months and years.”

help with preventing burnout. It really makes you

more like what I had done at Bell. I felt I could strike a

Back to Contents
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Massage Therapy Research Fund
By Corinne Flitton, Interim Registrar

The College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (CMTO)
is deeply committed to advancing Massage Therapy
research through its support of the Massage Therapy
Research Fund (MTRF). Since its inception in 2006,
the Massage Therapy Research Fund has disbursed 15

Purpose and Goals of the MTRF:

grants from coast to coast, valuing close to $180,000.

All grant applications submitted to IN-CAM by the
indicated deadline will be considered.

With IN-CAM’s involvement, the goal is for the MTRF

The purpose of the MTRF is to fund high quality

to continue supporting the growing area of Massage

research in the field of Massage Therapy to support

The 2012 MTRF competition was announced in

Therapy research in Canada.

evidence-based practice of Massage Therapy.

September 2012. The application deadline is December
10, 2012 (midnight).

Background:

The goals of the MTRF are to support research that
contributes to our understanding of the effectiveness

Through the Research Fund, IN-CAM invites

The MTRF was first established in 2006 by the Holistic

of Massage Therapy, its integration into health care

applications that apply to any of the following research

Health Research Foundation of Canada, in partnership

provision, and the development of the Massage

areas:

with the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario as

Therapy profession. A secondary goal is to increase

the primary donor to the fund. The MTRF was also

research knowledge and capacity among Massage

• Massage Therapy effectiveness, efficacy, and safety

supported through contributions from the Massage

Therapists through their engagement in research

• Massage Therapy access and delivery

Therapists’ Association of BC, the Ontario Massage

practices at all levels.

• Massage Therapy policy

Therapist Association, individual Massage Therapists
and the public.

• Massage Therapy knowledge translation
The MTRF aims to assist collaboration between the
scientific and massage communities in developing well-

A total of $40,000 is available for the 2012

In 2012, the Massage Therapy Research Fund is

designed research projects that will contribute to the

competition. Grant applications up to $20,000 will be

being administered by IN-CAM, the Canadian

evidence-based practice of Massage Therapy.

considered.

Alternative Medicine Research, based at the University

Annual Funding Competition and Grant

Studies may be qualitative or quantitative, or mixed

of Toronto and the University of Calgary, in partnership

Administration:

method. Initially, funding preference will be given to

Interdisciplinary Network for Complementary &

with the College. With IN-CAM’s involvement, the goal

smaller, pilot, or innovative study designs. In this way,

is for the fund to continue supporting the growing

The grants through the MTRF will be determined

the MTRF aims to assist the scientific and Massage

area of Massage Therapy research in Canada, through

through an annual funding competition. The MTRF

Therapy communities in building a foundation for

the annual MTRF funding competition.

competition is open to all eligible applicants in Canada.

the eventual construction of more complex research

Back to Contents
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projects. The MTRF encourages applications that also
seek funding from other sources.
The principal investigator must be affiliated with a

Massage Therapy Research Fund – Important Announcements
Establishment of a new collaboration to support the

Through the Research Fund, IN-CAM invites applications that

Massage Therapy Research Fund.

apply to any of the following research areas:

Canadian charitable institution (university, hospital,

• Massage Therapy effectiveness, efficacy, and safety

or research institution) that will be responsible for

The College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (CMTO) is

• Massage Therapy access and delivery

administering the finances of the grant and providing

deeply committed to advancing Massage Therapy research

• Massage Therapy policy

financial reports as required. Please note that Research

through the Massage Therapy Research Fund (MTRF). In

• Massage Therapy knowledge translation

Funds will be disbursed to and administered through
the charitable institution. The research team may
include members affiliated with a non-Canadian
institution. One member of the research team should

partnership with the Holistic Health Research Foundation
of Canada, the MTRF was first established in 2006. With

A total of $40,000 is available for the 2012 competition.

the closure of the Holistic Health Research Foundation of

Grant applications up to $20,000 will be considered.

Canada, CMTO sought to establish a new collaboration to
ensure the viability of the MTRF and the annual competition.

be a Massage Therapist. Graduate students in Masters

Studies may be qualitative or quantitative, or mixed method.
Initially, funding preference will be given to smaller, pilot, or

and PhD level training and Post-Doctoral Fellows are

We are very pleased to announce our new collaboration with

innovative study designs. In this way, the MTRF aims to assist

encouraged to apply.

IN-CAM in the administration of the MTRF.

the scientific and Massage Therapy communities in building

Applicants will be notified of the status of their
applications by April 15, 2013.
IN-CAM Research Symposium
The 12th Annual IN-CAM Research Symposium was
held at the University of Toronto on November 3 and
4th 2012. Additional information about the symposium
and outcomes will be posted on the IN-CAM website.

a foundation for the eventual construction of more complex
Commencing September 2012, the MTRF is being

research projects. The MTRF encourages applications that

administered by IN-CAM, the Canadian Interdisciplinary

also seek funding from other sources.

Network for Complementary & Alternative Medicine
Research (www.incamresearch.ca), based at the University

The principal investigator must be affiliated with a Canadian

of Toronto and the University of Calgary. IN-CAM is a

charitable institution (university, hospital, or research

research network committed to supporting and facilitating

institution) that will be responsible for administering the

research on complementary and alternative medicine (CAM)

finances of the grant and providing financial reports as

in Canada. With IN-CAM’s involvement, the goal is for the

required. Please note that Research Funds will be disbursed

MTRF to continue supporting the growing area of Massage

to and administered through the charitable institution.

Therapy research in Canada.

The research team may include members affiliated with
a non-Canadian institution. One member of the research

Announcement of the 2012 MTRF Competition

A pre-symposium event organized by the RMTAO

Masters and PhD level training and Post-Doctoral Fellows are

and Centennial College, comprising of a one-day

We are very pleased to announce the 2012 MTRF

invitational summit on November 2, 2012 was held

competition.

to help envision a national agenda to guide Massage
Therapy research efforts. CMTO plans to continue
being a part of this important dialogue.

team should be a Massage Therapist. Graduate students in
encouraged to apply.
Deadline to submit a research project proposal is Monday

The application deadline is December 10, 2012 (midnight).

December 10, 2012. Applicants will be notified of the status

Application forms and submission guidelines can be

of their applications by April 15, 2013.

downloaded at
http://www.incamresearch.ca/index.php?id=126

Application forms and instructions can be downloaded at
http://www.incamresearch.ca/index.php?id=126

Massage Therapy Research Fund
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Inter-jurisdictional Competency Standards
By Corinne Flitton, Interim Registrar

An important event took place in March 2012 in

The recommendations state:

Vancouver, BC. The Inter-jurisdictional Competency
Standards and Performance Indicators, developed

6. That the current jurisdictional registration
examinations be mapped to the PIs as soon as

1. That the regulators each approve the PC/PI Grid

by the project team and stakeholder feedback

(dated March 7 2012), to replace the 2010 Inter-

previously gathered from educational programmes and

Jurisdictional Competency Profile.

associations in the regulated provinces, was presented

possible.
7. That regulators consider establishing an interjurisdictional registration examination.

and discussed at a meeting of representatives from

2. That the regulators encourage and actively support

jurisdictions across Canada, as well as from Human

the establishment of regulation in currently non-

Resources and Skills Development Canada.

regulated provinces, thereby expanding the number

8. That this final report in full be released to
stakeholders in the profession.

of regulated jurisdictions. Meanwhile, that the
At this meeting representatives from across Canada

regulators encourage professional associations in

A workshop for communicating the PC/PIs to the

voiced their support for the document, and indicated

the non-regulated provinces to implement similar

Ontario Massage Therapy schools is now being

that they would likely adopt the PC/PIs in their

standards to those in the regulated jurisdictions.

planned to ensure that the schools have all the

unregulated jurisdictions. For the first time, the
regulated and unregulated provinces were able to find
agreement on what knowledge, skills and abilities

information they need to adjust their curricula. On a
3. That the spirit of national collaboration that has
been created through the project should continue.

and attitudes an entry-to-practice Massage Therapist
should have, as well the performance indicators for
evaluating competence.

date to be formally established by Council, the current
Ontario Massage Therapy Competency Standards will
be replaced by the Inter-jurisdictional Competency

4. That the Federation of Massage Therapy Regulatory
Authorities of Canada (FOMTRAC) establish a multi-

Standards and the Certification Examination will be
adjusted.

stakeholder consortium in order to pursue matters
After the meeting, the project team provided a final

related to national standards for the profession.

report to the regulators and made recommendations
as to the next steps. On May 28, 2012, the Council of

The new Interjurisdictional PC/PIs are not substantially
different form the PC/PIs currently in place in Ontario.

5. That establishing an education programme

Hence Massage Therapists in Ontario do not need to

the College of Massage Therapists of Ontario adopted

accreditation process should be the first priority

add any new competencies at this time. However, what

the PC/PIs, as well as the recommendations for moving

in implementing the PCs/PIs. Initially this should

is different is the addition of Performance Indicators for

forward.

take place across the three regulated jurisdictions,

each competency. By creating Performance Indicators

and then be expanded to provide for optional

for each competency, both the College and the

accreditation in non-regulated provinces.

schools now have a measure by which to determine

Back to Contents
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Inter-jurisdictional Competency Standards

whether a person has the related competency. This

examinations to an external agency, as some other

National accreditation and a national exam have long

not only affects examinations, but could affect

health professions currently do. Now that the Inter-

been a dream for many stakeholders in Canada. The

Discipline proceedings as well. Individual practitioners

jurisdictional PC/PIs have been created and approved

completion of the Inter-jurisdictional PC/PIs brings us

also now have the means to determine if they have

in ON, BC and NL, the external agency could become

one step closer to that dream.

a particular competency, allowing them to fine tune

the organization to provide a “national exam” for

their continuing education choices. The new PC/PIs will

graduates of accredited schools from across Canada,

The PC/PIs and recommendations are posted on the

impact the Quality Assurance Programme (QAP) – a

not just Ontario. CMTO, through the auspices of

College’s website at http://www.cmto.com/registrants/

new project to update the QAP will commence in 2013.

FOMTRAC, will commence a project to develop a

about-the-profession/massage-therapy-competency-

national examination model.

standards/

What is very exciting with the agreement on the new
PC/PIs, is the way it has been prepared for a national
accreditation and the possibility of a national exam. In
relation to accreditation, CMTO had previously selected
to apply to the Canadian Medical Association Conjoint
Accreditation Programme. However, at a discussion
at the Vancouver meeting, it was suggested that
FOMTRAC could lead the development of a national
Massage Therapy school accreditation model, one that
would be created by Massage Therapists and related
stakeholders exclusively for the Massage Therapy
professions.
At the time of this writing, the CMTBC is preparing
an RFP for a consultant. For a number of years, CMTO
has had internal discussions regarding the feasibility
and appropriateness of moving the Certification

Back to Contents
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Acupuncture PC/PI Project
For a number of years, CMTO has had an exemption

measurable, both at entry-to-practice and beyond, and

what acupuncture competencies Massage Therapists

from the RHPA, whereby Massage Therapists may

engender accountability in the registrants. The new

are expected to possess, which will provide the College

provide acupuncture as long it is provided within the

acupuncture PC/PIs will meet these criteria.

with greater assurance that Massage Therapists who

scope of practice of Massage Therapy and according to
the standards set by the College.

provide acupuncture have been properly trained by the
The framework for the Acupuncture Competencies

schools.

and Performance Indicators will be consistent with
As the College has moved to adopt competency

the terminology and definitions in the Massage

This project will also pave the way for further

standards and Performance Indicators for Massage

Therapy Inter-jurisdictional Practice Competencies

discussion with Council, regarding whether a separate

Therapy, it has recognized that the same must be

and Performance Indicators. Once complete, the

assessment process should occur at the CMTO before

done for acupuncture. In preparation for this project

educational programmes which provide training in

a registrant can provide acupuncture, and whether a

a moratorium on the approval of new acupuncture

acupuncture to Massage Therapists will be clear on

new class of specialty certificate should be created.

programmes for Massage Therapists was instituted.
A project team consisting of experienced Massage
Therapists, who also provide acupuncture, was
formed and is currently working with Dr. David Caine
to develop practice competencies and Performance
Indicators (PC/PIs) for acupuncture performed by
Massage Therapists.
Once completed, the acupuncture PC/PIs will be
included in updating the Standards of Practice for
Acupuncture. Regulatory standards need to be
defensible in the public interest, directly related to
safe, effective and ethical practice, observable and

Back to Contents
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Registrar Report Investigations
By Pauline Walters, Director, Professional Conduct

Generally, the public and most registrants are aware

What constitutes ‘Information?’

What might constitute a ‘reasonable and
probable belief?’

the College and each of the other regulated health
professions in Ontario have a formal complaints

The information that may form the basis for the

process to address written complaints regarding the

commencement of an investigation in a Registrar

The Registrar’s authority to appoint an Investigator

conduct of a registrant. Fewer may be aware there is a

Report Investigation may come from a variety of

to commence an investigation after information is

separate but similar process to investigate the conduct

sources. It could include communications from

received requires not only the approval of a panel of

and/or behaviour of a registrant that does not arise as

an insurance company or a mandatory report or

the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee but

a result of a complaint.

termination report from registrants, other regulated

also that the Registrar have a reasonable and probable

health professionals or practice location owners as

belief that a registrant has committed an act(s) of

This process is referred to as a Registrar Report

they comply with the mandatory reporting obligations

professional misconduct or is incompetent.

Investigation and commences as a result of information

required under provisions of the Code. In some

received by the College that forms a reasonable and

circumstances, the College may receive information

A reasonable and probable belief generally involves

probable belief for the Registrar that a registrant has

from various media sources or by way of a registrant’s

information that raises concern of a sufficient nature,

committed an act(s) of professional misconduct or the

self-disclosure regarding details of serious criminal or

and would not involve just a mere suspicion. In most

registrant is incompetent.

other legal proceedings that relate to the conduct of a

instances, the information would be concerning

registrant. In any of these situations, it should be noted

enough to warrant some action be taken to examine

Section 75 (1) (a) of the Health Professions Procedural

that the intent of the information provided to the

the concern more closely because it demonstrates a

Code, (the “Code”) provides the authority of the

College is not to proceed by way of a formal complaint

public protection issue and/or may threaten to discredit

Registrar, with the approval of a panel of the Inquiries,

against a registrant.

the profession as a whole.

one or more Investigators to conduct an investigation

Once this information is received by the College,

Referrals from the Quality Assurance Committee

inquiring into and examining the practice or concerns

the College is obliged to consider the information

regarding a registrant.

and, where appropriate, take action to carry out its

Registrar Report Investigations can also be commenced

statutory duty to regulate the profession in the public

where the Registrar receives a referral from the Quality

interest.

Assurance Committee requesting an investigation

Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC), to appoint

into the practice of a registrant. Under provisions
of the Code, the Quality Assurance Committee has
the ability to refer a registrant to the Registrar to
commence an investigation where there are concerns
C

E
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a
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Registrar Report Investigations

Assessor or other Quality Assurance requirements.

Differences between the Registrar Report

The Quality Assurance Committee may also refer to

Investigation and a Complaint Investigation

specified allegations of professional misconduct or

2. No time limit
Another major difference between a Complaint

incompetence to be investigated where the Committee

The Registrar Report Investigation process and the

Investigation and Registrar Report Investigation relates

has received information to indicate a registrant may

Complaint Investigation process are very similar in

to time limits. In relation to Complaint Investigations

have engaged in acts of professional misconduct or

many respects; however, there are notable differences

the Code imposes a time limit of 150 days from the

they may be incompetent.

within the Registrar Report Investigation process. The

date the College receives a complaint to make a

differences include the following:

decision. As well, in accordance with this provision,

Section 75(1) (b) of the Code provides this authority
to the Quality Assurance Committee to make such

the College must continue to advise the parties of
1. No complainant

a referral to the Registrar. The Code also restricts

the status of the investigation if the matter goes
beyond this time limit. Although there is no statutory

the information that can be provided by the Quality

In a Complaint Investigation, the complainant is

requirement setting out a time limit for Registrar

Assurance Committee to the Inquiries, Complaints

actively involved in the investigation by having the

Report Investigations, the College continues to have

and Reports Committee to the name of the registrant

right to review the registrant’s response to the

an obligation in terms of procedural fairness to a

and the allegations of professional misconduct,

complaint, receiving details as to the current status of

registrant to ensure that any investigation undertaken

incompetency or incapacity, Section 80.2 (1) 4. No

an investigation, and receiving the final decision of the

is completed and a decision is rendered in a reasonable

other information obtained from a peer assessment

complaint. Within the Registrar Report Investigation

time.

can be provided by the Quality Assurance Committee,

process the author of a report or the individual

and a full investigation must take place for the

that brought information to the College’s attention

3. No ability to request a review by the Health

Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee to take

is not a ‘complainant’. They are not a party to the

Professions Appeal and Review Board (HPARB)

action.

investigation and cannot receive details regarding the
investigation. The investigation process is governed

In a Complaint matter either the registrant or the

by the confidentiality provisions under the Regulated

complainant can seek a review of the Inquiries,

Health Professions Act, which prohibits the disclosure

Complaints and Reports Committee decision to the

of detailed information regarding an investigation.

HPARB unless the decision was to refer the matter
to Discipline or for an incapacity inquiry. There is no
right of review before HPARB in Registrar’s Reports
Investigations.
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Registrar Report Investigations

4. No statutory provision to address matter by

Both processes have provisions that ensure procedural

means of an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

fairness throughout, and include steps which involve
the right of a registrant to receive the Notice of the

Provisions of the Code do not permit an ADR process

Complaint or the Notice of the Registrar’s Report

for Registrar Report Investigations.

(which sets out in detail the full results of the
investigation, including all documentation obtained

CEU Questions
1. What types of information can form
the basis for the commencement of a
Registrar Report Investigation?
2. What may the Quality Assurance

Similarities between Complaint Investigations

during the course of the investigation). Additionally,

and Registrar Report Investigations

both processes permit the registrant the opportunity to

Committee do with a registrant that fails

provide a response to the complaint and the results of

to cooperate with the Committee?

While there are a number of differences between

the investigation and that response will be given due

the two processes as outlined above, it is important

consideration by a panel of the ICRC before it makes a

to note that both the Complaints Investigation and

final decision in relation to the investigation.

the Registrar Report Investigation processes ensure
the College carries out its duty to conduct neutral,

The decisions to be made by a panel of the ICRC

thorough, but fair investigations. This involves

are the same for both a Complaint Investigation or

balancing the rights of the registrant and that of

a Registrar Report Investigation. The decisions can

protection of the public interest.

include one or more of the following:

3. What part does a Registrar Report
Investigation play in protecting the
public?
4. Is it in the public’s interest to have two
investigative processes? Why?
5. Is it in the registrant’s interest to have
two investigative processes? Why?

• Refer a registrant to the Discipline Committee in
relation to specified allegations of professional
misconduct;
• Refer the registrant to another panel of the ICRC
for incapacity proceedings;
• Require the registrant to appear before the panel or
another panel of the Committee to receive a verbal
caution;
• Require the registrant to complete a specified
continuing education or remediation programme;
• Take no further action.
C
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Amendments to Ontario Regulation 864/93

the member and that occur or arise after the
registration of the member:
i. A conviction for any offence.
ii. A finding of professional misconduct,
incompetency or incapacity,
A. in Ontario in relation to another health

Under the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991

Some of the paragraphs removed from the regulation

(RHPA) and the Massage Therapy Act, 1991, the

will be added to the College’s By-Laws as part of the

College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (the

By-Law review project which the College is currently

“College”) is responsible for governing the self-

working on.

profession, or
B. in another jurisdiction in relation to the
profession or another health profession.
iii. A proceeding for professional misconduct,
incompetency or incapacity in Ontario in

regulating profession of Massage Therapy in Ontario.
The specific changes to O. Reg 864/93 are as follows:

relation to another health profession or
in another jurisdiction in relation to the

Under these Acts, the College may make regulations

profession or another health profession.

on a variety of subject matters, including registration,

ONTARIO REGULATION 73/12

subject to the prior review by the Minister of

made under the

Health and Long-Term Care and the approval of the

MASSAGE THERAPY ACT, 1991

required by the By-Laws, in the form and

Lieutenant Governor - in - Council.

Made: February 15, 2012

manner provided by the By-Laws, and at the

Approved: May 2, 2012

times provided for in the By-Laws.

2. The member shall submit all information

The following amendments were made to Ontario

Filed: May 4, 2012

Regulation 864/93 Registration and were enacted as

Published on e-Laws: May 7, 2012

Ontario Regulation 73/12. The amendments are to

Printed in The Ontario Gazette: May 19, 2012

amended by striking out “non-exemptible” in

achieve the following main objectives:

Amending O. Reg. 864/93

the portion before paragraph 1.

2. (1) Subsection 5 (1) of the Regulation is

(2) Paragraph 4 of subsection 5 (1) of the
• Obtaining details of a conviction for any offence

REGISTRATION

substituted:

and criminal offence, as well as those relating to
the practice of the profession;
• Requiring all applicants for registration to complete
the jurisprudence programme;
• Obtaining information relating to an applicant’s

Note: Ontario Regulation 864/93 has previously been

Committee that the applicant’s past and present

see the Table of Consolidated Regulations – Detailed

conduct afford reasonable grounds for the belief

Legislative History at www.e-Laws.gov.on.ca.

that the applicant,
i. will practise massage therapy with decency,

1. Section 4 of Ontario Regulation 864/93 is

jurisdictions, as per the Ontario Labour Mobility

revoked and the following substituted:

Act, (OLMA) 2009; and

4. The following are conditions of a certificate of

• Simplifying legislative drafting to provide greater
clarity.

honesty and integrity, and in accordance with
the law,
ii. does not have any physical or mental

registration of every class:

condition or disorder that could affect his or

1. The member shall provide the College with

her ability to practise massage therapy in a

details of any of the following that relate to

Back to Contents

4. The applicant must satisfy the Registration

amended. For the legislative history of the Regulation,

past and present conduct;
• Accommodating applicants from other Canadian

Regulation is revoked and the following

safe manner, and
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iii. will display an appropriately professional
attitude.

(2) Despite subsection (1), it is a nonexemptible registration requirement that an

(3) Section 5 of the Regulation is amended by

applicant referred to in subsection (1) provide a

adding the following subsection:

certificate, letter or other evidence satisfactory

(1.1) The requirements in paragraphs 1 to 3 of

to the Registrar or a panel of the Registration

subsection (1) are non-exemptible.

Committee confirming that the applicant is in
good standing as a massage therapist in every

3. (1) Paragraph 4 of section 6 of the Regulation

Amendments to Ontario
Regulation 864/93

suspension on the payment of,

jurisdiction where the applicant holds an out-of-

(a) the fee the member failed to pay;

is amended by striking out “Immigration Act

province certificate.

(b) any outstanding fees or penalties that had

(Canada)” and substituting “Immigration and

(3) An applicant referred to in subsection (1)

Refugee Protection Act (Canada)”.

is deemed to have met the requirements of

(2) Section 6 of the Regulation is amended by

paragraph 5 of section 6 where the requirements

adding the following paragraph:

for the issuance of the applicant’s out-of-

6. The applicant must have completed a

province certificate included language proficiency

been required by the By-Laws;
(c) any other applicable fee required by the
By-Laws; and
(d) any outstanding costs or expenses ordered
to be paid under section 53.1 of the Health

jurisprudence program that was set or approved

requirements equivalent to those required by

by the Registration Committee at the time the

that paragraph.

(2) Subsection 12 (2) of the Regulation is

applicant took the program.

(4) Despite subsection (1), an applicant is not

amended by striking out “set out in this

deemed to have met a requirement if that

Regulation” at the end and substituting

requirement is described in subsection 22.18 (3)

“required by the By-Laws”.

4. (1) Paragraph 1 of subsection 7 (1) of the
Regulation is amended by striking out

of the Health Professions Procedural Code.

“Immigration Act (Canada)” and substituting
“Immigration and Refugee Protection Act

8. Section 13 of the Regulation is revoked.
6. (1) The heading preceding section 10 of the

(Canada)”.

Regulation is revoked and the following

(2) Paragraph 3 of subsection 7 (1) of the

substituted:

Regulation is amended by striking out “section
14” at the end and substituting “the By-Laws”.
5. The Regulation is amended by adding the
following section before the heading “Inactive

COMMENCEMENT
9. This Regulation comes into force on the day it

SUSPENSION, REINSTATEMENT

is filed.

(2) Sections 10 and 11 of the Regulation are

Made by:

revoked.

COUNCIL OF THE COLLEGE OF MASSAGE THERAPISTS

Certificates”:
7.1 (1) Where section 22.18 of the Health

Professions Procedural Code.

OF ONTARIO:
7. (1) Subsection 12 (1) of the Regulation is

DAVID JANVEAU, President

Professions Procedural Code applies to an

revoked and the following substituted:

CORINNE FLITTON, Acting Registrar

applicant, the requirements of paragraphs 1 and

(1) Where the Registrar suspends a member’s

Date made: February 15, 2012.

2 of subsection 5 (1) of this Regulation and of

certificate of registration under section 24 of the

The complete Registration regulation can be found

paragraph 3 of section 6 of this Regulation are

Health Professions Procedural Code for failure

online at the e-laws website at http://www.e-laws.gov.

deemed to have been met by the applicant.

to pay a required fee, the Registrar may lift the

on.ca/html/regs/english/elaws_regs_930864_e.htm

Back to Contents
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a regulatory policy framework for the

Phase I

College, including a system and processes
for reviewing and revising its existing

A complete review of CMTO’s existing Practice

policy and regulatory information, and for

Resources was carried out. The consultants learned

developing new policies going forward.

about the College’s organizational culture and the way
that policies and guidelines (practice resources) are

The project plan consisted of four phases,

currently developed and managed. Members of the

and due to the time and effort required

team began an on-line research process, as well as ad

to carry out a robust and iterative

hoc consultation with other Colleges to identify best

consultation process between the College

practices and trends in policy framework development

and consulting team, the project has taken

specific to the Ontario regulated health professions

over a year to complete. The Policy review

legislation and the Massage Therapy profession across

project involved four phases and a number

Canada.

of interdependent activities including:

Principled
Policy Project
By Corinne Flitton, Interim Registrar

The College of Massage Therapists of Ontario
(CMTO) Policy Framework is being created to support
regulation of the profession through understandable,
transparent, enforceable policy. The Framework will

Phase I culminated with the project consultants
1. Review of existing College policies and

delivering a 2-hour ‘workshop’ for CMTO Council

a review of policies in other regulated

and senior staff. The Framework is important

health professions;

because it means that some policies will be redefined

2. Creation of a policy framework which

as Standards of Practice or By-Laws and position

forms the basis for all future policy

statements likely redefined as guidelines. The College

development;

plans to introduce a new category of resource called an

3. A gap and risk analysis;

“Advisory Statement”. Advisory Statements will explain

4. Guidelines for the development,

elements of legislation other than the RHPA which

review and approval processes and the

registrants are accountable for but which are enforced

drafting processes;

by organizations other than the College.

5. A written plan for recruiting, orienting, training and
recognizing an advisory group from the public;

Phase II

6. Templates for the categories of regulatory

enable consistent decision-making by the College,

documents – policies vs. guidelines vs. advisory

A thorough gap analysis was conducted, comparing

foster a sustainable policy development process,

statements (practice resources);

the CMTO’s existing policies and guidelines with

and reflect the dimensions of quality that the public
expects and the profession strives for.
In October 2010, OmniHealth Multidisciplinary Services

7. An information management strategy, which

developed by other health professions’ regulatory

and storage plan that fits with the College’s

Colleges in Ontario. A consultative process with senior

technological capacity.

CMTO staff and an Ad Hoc Working Group of Council

Inc. and Monkeytree Creative Inc. were hired as a
collaborative consulting team by the CMTO to develop

Back to Contents

legislative requirements, and Practice Resources

includes a naming convention and an organization

was established to identify what new policies were
The project phases were broken down as follows:

needed by CMTO in light of this process, and how best
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to organize existing policies and guidelines within the
proposed Framework.
Phase III

Entry-to-Practice Examination and
the Public Interest

The activities in this phase were concurrent with
Phases I and II, and due to their iterative nature, were

Consistent with the College’s mandate to protect the

The MCQ certification examination was scheduled for

stretched over the duration of the project. A system

public interest, and in consultation with the College’s

November 17, 2012 and held at the Metro Toronto

and sustainable processes for ongoing development

Council, CMTO took necessary measures in temporarily

Convention Centre. To accommodate the large number

and/or revision of Practice Resources within CMTO will

suspending scheduled MCQ examinations, until the

of candidates, two sessions were scheduled.

be proposed and several decision tools and guiding

College was able to determine the extent of the breach

documents developed.

and its ramifications.

While the College recognizes the significant impact the
suspension of examinations has had on examination

Phase IV

Throughout this process, the College has been

candidates and students approaching graduation,

diligent in reporting the examination breach, and the

CMTO must be satisfied and ensure for the benefit of

Practice Resources identified in Phase II are being

College’s response, to both the Ministry of Health

all stakeholders (including the public, candidates for

revised and re-organized and some new ones were

and Long-Term Care and the Office of the Fairness

registration and members of the profession) that its

added according to the Framework.

Commissioner. CMTO also notified all candidates who

certification examinations provide a reliable and valid

had already registered for the MCQ examination. The

measure of a candidate’s competency in knowledge,

The project is nearing its completion. The last stages

College posted a notice on the website, and remained

skills and ability for the practice of Massage Therapy in

will involve Council approval, posting of material on

diligent in providing updates, as more information

Ontario.

the College’s website and a communication plan with

became available.

the schools and Registrants. Once approved by Council
the new practice resources will replace the current
policies, position statements, guidelines and bulletins.

Principled Policy Project

Back to Contents
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Moving Forward Through
Inter-Professional Collaboration
Amy Beggs, Practice Specialist

One of the new objectives for the College outlined

care circumstances, and to assist (guide only) team

within the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991

members in decision-making.

is to promote inter-professional collaboration
with other regulatory health Colleges. The goal of

The toolkit is a three-part, web-based online resource,

this collaboration is to foster in all registrants the

(to be launched on the FHRCO website) available

willingness and ability to work collaboratively with

to all healthcare professionals. It will be comprised

other regulated health professionals in the provision of

of a checklist (based on client centred milestones),

Some of the key topics discussed will be: maintaining

comprehensive health services to their clients to deliver

a set of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), and

professional and ethical behaviours, communication,

quality care within and across various settings.

a comprehensive table of all scopes of practice,

maintaining professional boundaries, and

authorized controlled acts, and links to relevant

confidentiality and privacy. Targeted for completion in

To this end, the College has been working on two

College policies or standards for each regulated

late 2012, the eLearning module will be housed on the

exciting new collaborative projects with several other

healthcare profession in Ontario.

CMTO’s website for all registrants to use.

The second project the College is involved in is a

In keeping with the College’s vision for our profession,

collaborative effort among several regulatory health

as valued professionals we must strive to engage

The first is a project sponsored by the Federation of

Colleges to develop an eLearning module to be used

as equals in inter-professional collaboration for client-

Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO) to

by the partner Colleges as an educational tool for their

centred care. To provide compassionate care we

assist inter-professional teams to coordinate care within

professional registrants. This module will explore the

must place the client’s best interests at the centre of

the expanded (and overlapping) scopes and authorities

responsible use of social media by regulatory health

our decision-making. Finally, to optimize health for

established by the Regulated Health Professions Statute

professionals.

life we must develop healthy relationships between

feature quizzes and /or reflective practice exercises.

Colleges to provide its registrants with valuable
educational tools.

Law Amendment Act.

professions and inspire connection and cooperation
Social media has become an enriched way of

with the stakeholder communities around our clients to

Targeted for completion in 2012, a toolkit is being

communicating, engaging and connecting with others

optimize their wellness.

developed that will provide a framework through

in today’s society. In health care, the trend to network,

which inter-professional teams can quickly and

share information and provide services using social

Through these collaborative efforts, and by fostering

safely be able to resolve questions of individual or

media is evolving and advancing.

future projects, the College is committed to working

professional roles and responsibilities, including

with all stakeholders to protect the public’s interest,

such issues as record keeping, transfer of care and

This eLearning module will consist of a series of

serve its registrants, and promote the highest possible

provision of specific elements of client care. The toolkit

interactive slides which incorporate written content,

quality of the practice of Massage Therapy in a safe

is designed to be customizable to unique point-of-

case-based scenarios and learning activities that

and ethical manner.

Back to Contents
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Council Highlights
May 28, 2012
Council held its Annual General Meeting and

Council Meeting – May 28, 2012

Approval of the Inter-jurisdictional

pursue matters related to national

Practice Competencies/Performance

standards for the profession.

2012 Q1 Financial Report

Indicators (IJ PC/PI) Grid

Council received and approved the Q1

Council approved the IJ PC/PI Grid. The

programme accreditation process should

Financial Report. Both revenues and

IJ PC/PIs will replace the 2005 Ontario

be the first priority in implementing the

expenses were in line with expectations for

Massage Therapy Competency Standards

PCs/PIs. Initially this should take place

the first quarter.

in its entirety. A communication plan for

across the three regulated jurisdictions,

the Massage Therapy schools regarding

and then be expanded to provide for

implementation of the PC/PI Grid will be

optional accreditation in non-regulated

undertaken.

provinces.

4. That establishing an education

quarterly Council Meeting.
AGM - May 28, 2012
Committee Reports
All the 2011 annual committee reports

2012 Q1 Registrar’s Report

were received and approved by Council.
The Fitness to Practice Committee did not

The Q1 report on the College annual

meet in 2011, as there were no matters for

work plan and operational activities were

In addition to approving the IJ PC/PIs,

5. That the current jurisdictional registration

consideration.

presented to Council.

the Council also approved all 7 of the

examinations be mapped to the PIs as

recommendations made by the Project Team

soon as possible.

Audited Financial Reports

The College will be undertaking the review

including:
6. That regulators consider establishing

and update of the By-Laws, reflecting best

an inter-jurisdictional registration

1. That the regulators encourage and

B. MacKenzie of Hilborn Ellis Grant, LLP

practices and eliminating conflicts with other

(HEG) presented the audited Financial

College documents. An Ad Hoc working

actively support the establishment of

Statements as at December 31, 2011. In the

group consisting of Council members was

regulation in currently non-regulated

opinion of HEG, the financial statements

struck to review drafts of prosed By-Law

provinces, thereby expanding the number

present fairly, in all material respects; the

amendments.

of regulated jurisdictions. Meanwhile,

be released to stakeholders in the

that the regulators encourage

profession.

financial position of the College of Massage
Therapists of Ontario as at December 31,

2012 Q1 Executive Committee Report

2011, its financial performance and its cash

examination.
7. That the final IJ PC/PI report in full

professional associations in the nonregulated provinces to implement similar

In relation to the recommendations of the

flows for the year, ended in accordance with

Council was updated regarding its selection

standards to those in the regulated

project team, Council passed a motion to

Canadian generally accepted accounting

of the new Registrar, Vahe Kehyayan, PhD

jurisdictions.

abandon the application to the Canadian

principles.

at a special meeting of Council on April
19, 2012. The start date for Vahe was

Medical Association Conjoint Accreditation
Process, in favor of working with FOMTRAC

2. That the spirit of national collaboration

Council reviewed and approved the 2011

confirmed as June 4, 2012. The Q1 Executive

that has been created through the project

to establish a new Massage Therapy

audited financial statements. Council

Committee Report was approved by Council.

should continue.

accreditation process.

approved Hilborn Ellis Grant as the College’s
auditor for 2012.

3. That the Federation of Massage Therapy
Regulatory Authorities of Canada
(FOMTRAC) establishes a multistakeholder consortium in order to

Back to Contents
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Rules of Procedure for Discipline

September 17, 2012

Proceedings
Council held its quarterly meeting.
There are specific provisions within the
Regulated Health Professions Procedural

2012 Q2 Financial Report

Code (“The Code”) as well as the Statutory
Procedures Act, which dictate many aspects

Council received and approved the Q2

of the hearing process. However, there

Financial Report. Both revenues and

continues to be a need to clarify some of

expenses were in line with expectations for

the College’s processes which have been

the second quarter.

established by convention over the years. In
the interest of fairness and transparency of

2012 Q2 Registrar’s Report

College processes, the College’s own rules
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The information presented is a requirement

manage the caseload. Several years ago

in the Health Professions Procedural Code

the Massage Therapy Act was amended to

for staff of the College, but it has been

increase the number of Council members,

recognized that Council benefits from

both professional and public, to serve on

receiving the same information, so that

Council. As of this date, no additional

Council members can treat complaints of a

public member appointments have been

sexual nature with more sensitivity.

made, which is creating challenges for the
Discipline Committee. Council agreed that

Renewal Process Review Report

additional non-Council members will be
appointed to Discipline, and that the terms

The College retained its auditor, Hilborn Ellis

may be extended for some non-Council

Grant to conduct a review of the renewal

members based on performance of the role

processes used by the College last year. The

throughout the year.

of procedures for hearings were developed

The Q2 report on the College annual work

auditor also reviewed the renewal practices

for Council’s review.

plan and operational activities was presented

at a number of other Colleges to benchmark

to Council.

College processes. The purpose of the

Council reviewed and approved the

L

Annual Report Video

review was to help Council understand the

Council reviewed the video of the 2011

new Rules of Procedure for Discipline

Staff continued to move forward on 2012

processes employed during renewal and the

Annual Report which is posted on the

Proceedings.

projects, and there were no unexpected

rationale behind each process. Where there

College’s website. The video is a companion

issues arising. Some projects, such as

were specific categories of issues raised by

piece to the detailed print version of the

Council Meetings - May 31, 2012 and

the application to the Canadian Medical

registrants last year, Council was provided

Annual Report. This is the first time that

June 21, 2012

Association Conjoint Accreditation Project,

with recommendations for going forward

the College has used video to communicate

were discontinued due to new direction

and given the opportunity to provide

highlights of its activities over the previous

Council held two additional meetings by

from Council to work with through

feedback and direction to staff. At the

year.

teleconference to discuss matters relating to

the Federation of Massage Therapy to

completion of the discussion, both Council

the MCQ security breach. On May 31, 2012

Regulatory Authorities of Canada. The

and staff developed a shared understanding

Council made the decision to also postpone

reason for the failure of the online payment

of how the processes will be applied going

the OSCE for 4 weeks pending further

system during renewals last year was

forward for the 2013 renewal. It was noted

information from the College’s psychometric

finally identified and solutions are being

that the College’s processes are in line with

firm regarding exam security. On June 21,

implemented.

other Colleges’ renewal processes.

based MCQ be canceled for the remainder

Presentation on Understanding the

Composition of the Discipline

of the year and replaced by a paper and

Dynamics of Sexual Abuse

Committee

Margaret Bogue, M.S.W., R.S.W., Dipl.

Due to the number of matters referred to

T.C.P.P. conducted a workshop with Council

the Discipline Committee, a number of

regarding the dynamics of sexual abuse.

different panels needed to be struck to

2012 Council directed that the computer

pencil examination on one day only, in the
Fall of 2012.

Back to Contents
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Notice of Council Elections
The date of the election for a registrant

limitation imposed by the Discipline

to the Council of the College of Massage

Committee or Fitness to Practice

Therapists of Ontario for Districts 3, 4 and 8

Committee.

has been set for January 11, 2013.

• The registrant has not been a voting
registrant of the provincial Board of
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Council Members

In Memoriam

Executive Committee

The College extends its sympathies to
the family, friends and colleagues of the

David Janveau - President

following College members, who passed

Karen Redgers - Vice President

away recently (as of Nov.13, 2012):

Hedy Miszuk - Executive Member

This election has been called according to

Directors of the Registered Massage

Lisa Cora-Anne Champion

By-Law No. 2, The Election of Registrants

Therapists’ Association of Ontario

John Przybylski

to the Council. Please refer to your copy of

(RMTAO) or an appointed official of the

By-Law No. 2, The Election of Registrants

Association within the year preceding the

to the Council, or view it on the website
at http://www.cmto.com/for-the-public/

Patricia R. Johnson
Council Members
Alois Nikodym, RMT

Lynn Christine Goranson
Svetlana Sapilo

about-the-profession/policies-publications/

Council registrant (District 7):

Chris Semenuk, RMT

legislation-and-by-laws/

“Academic Council registrant means

David Janveau, RMT

an elected registrant who maintains

Hedy Miszuk, Public Member

All Massage Therapists who hold a General

twelve student contact hours per week,

James Lee, Public Member

Certificate and practise in Ontario, or hold

through classroom teaching, academic

Jane Wellwood, RMT

an Inactive Certificate and reside in Ontario

advising and/or curriculum development,

Karen Redgers, RMT

on the date of the election are eligible

in an approved Massage Therapy school

Karen Sosnowski, RMT

for election to the College’s Council. The

or programme, who has maintained

Lauren Carnegie, RMT

following guidelines are also applicable to

at least twelve student contact hours

Lesley Hargreaves, RMT

those applying:

per week through classroom teaching,

Lloyd White, Public Member

academic advising and/or curriculum

Nancy Engstrom, RMT

development during each of the previous

Robert Pletsch, Public Member

registrant (registrant of the profession) is

three academic years, and who is not the

Romilla Gupta, Public Member

seeking election is the electoral district of

owner of a Massage Therapy school in

the registrant;

Ontario.”

• The electoral district in which the

Cee M. Deschenes
Monique Tardif Lafrance

appointment.
• Does not meet the criteria for Academic

B O A

• The registrant is not in default of payment
of any prescribed fees;
• The registrant is not the subject of any
disciplinary or incapacity proceeding;

Following the election, one representative
from each of Districts 3, 4 and 8 will be
elected to sit on the College’s Council.

• A period of three years has elapsed since
the registrant complied with all aspects of
an order of the Discipline Committee or
the Fitness to Practice Committee; and
• The registrant’s certificate of registration
is not subject to a term, condition, or
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The College of Massage Therapists of Ontario is dedicated to excellence
in protecting the public, serving its members, and promoting the
highest possible quality of the practice of Massage Therapy in a safe
and ethical manner.

TouchPoint is published twice per year by the College of Massage
Therapists of Ontario to inform its membership about issues related
to the profession as well as the activities and decisions of the College.
TouchPoint also provides information for discussion of related issues
and professional practice.

Contributors This Issue

For a printed copy of TouchPoint or the Annual Report, please contact

1867 Yonge Street, Suite 810

David Janveau, RMT, President

the College. Printed copies are $10 each or $20 for both TouchPoint

Toronto, ON M4S 1Y5

Corinne Flitton, BPHE, RMT, Interim Registrar

and the Annual Report.

Phone: (416) 489-2626

Marny Hamilton, BA (Hons), Director, Corporate Services

Toll Free: (800) 465-1933

Pauline Walters, BA, Director, Professional Conduct

Fax: (416) 489-2625

Amy Beggs, Practice Specialist

E-mail: cmto@cmto.com

Steven Hobé, CEO, Madog Marketing & Design

Web Site: www.cmto.com
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